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Singular Perturbations for Systems of Difference Equations 
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Department of Applied Mathematics, Polytechnical University of Valencia 
Abstract. In this paper, singular perturbations for systems of second-order linear difference 
equations with a small parameter are studied. The asymptotic development of the solution of 
two-point boundary value problems related to them and approximations of the exact solution 
are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of high-order difference equations are of interest in both mathematics and engi- 
neering because.of their usefulness in various applications. Numerical analysts deal with 
them in designing and analyzing algorithms for the numerical solution of systems of differ- 
ential and other equations [4], while engineers are often confronted with physical systems 
whose description by systems of second-order difference equations [3,6]. Work on singular 
perturbations in second-order scalar boundary value problems has been developed in [1,7,9]. 
In this paper we study singular perturbations of boundary value problems for systems of 
second-order difference equations (PC), 
eY(k+2)+ArY(k+l)+A,Y(k)=O; O<k<N-2, (1.1) 
Y(0) = a; Y(N) = p (1.2) 
where E > 0 is a small parameter, A,,,Al are nonzero square m x m real matrices, elements 
of R ITlXVl, with AI invertible, and cr,p are given vectors in Rmxl. The aim of this paper is 
to study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of problem (PC) when E approaches zero 
and the reduced problem (PO), 
AIY(k+l)+A,Y(k)=O; 05h<N-2 (1.3) 
together with (1.2) has no solution. 
If C is a matrix in R,,,.,, and I? is the transpose of C, then its operator norm denoted 
by IlCll is th e s q uare root of the maximum eigenvalue of CC, [8, p. 411. If C is a matrix 
in R mX773 with jIBI] < 1 and if I denotes the identity matrix in R,,,, then, from [8, p. 431, 
the matrix I - B is invertible and 
(I - B)-’ = I + c B”; ll(I - B)-‘11 5 (1 - ]]B]])-l (1.4) 
@I 
2. SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS 
Let B,, BI be matrices in R,.,,,, and let us consider the matrix equation 
zZ+BrZ+B,=O (2.1) 
We recall that a pair of solutions (2’1, 22) of this equation is a complete set of solutions 
if the matrix 21 - 22 is invertible. A characterization of the existence of complete sets of 
solutions for (2.1) as well as an efficient method for its computation may be found in [5]. 
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LEMMA 1. Let {ZI, 22) be a complete set of solutions of (2.1) such that 2’2 and .Z’r - .Z’r 
are invertible. If (L, p are fixed vectors in Rmxl, then the boundary value problem 
Y(k+2)+&Y(k+l)+B,Y(k)=o, OSk<N-2; Y(O)=cr, Y(N)=P (2.2) 
has a unique solution defined by Y(k) = Yl(k) + Y2(k), where 
Yl(k) = z,kz,-N(z,Nz,-N - I)-‘(Z,Na -P); Yz(k) = Z;(N-L)(z:Z,N - I)-‘(z,Ncr - p) 
(2.3) 
PROOF: From the properties of complete set of solutions of (2.1), it s clear that the general 
solution of the difference equation of (2.2), is given by Y(k) = 2:~ + Ziw, where u,v are 
arbitrary vectors. If we impose the boundary conditions Y(0) = a, Y(N) = p, it follows 
that vectors u, V, are uniquely determined by 
Hence, the unique solution of (2.2) may be expressed in the form 
Y(k) = -Z~(Z,” - z,“>-‘z,“a + z$z,” - gyp 
+ Z,“(Z,” - Z,“)-‘Z,“a - Z,“(Z,” - Z,“)-‘/3 
-GCZF - gy’(j3 - Z,Na) + Z,“(Z,” - z,“>-‘(Z~a - p) 
z:z;N(z,Nz;N - I)-l(z,Na - p) + z;(N-‘)(Z,NZ;N - I)--‘(Z,Na -/3) 
K(k) + h(k) 
Thus the result is established. 
Now, let us consider the algebraic matrix equation 
EZ~+A~Z+A, = 0 (2.4) 
where E > 0, A, and AI are nonzero matrices in R,,, with A1 invertible. From Lemma 3 
of [2] and [2, p. 4571, if E < (411Ai’llllAi’Aoll)-‘, th en equation (2.4) admits a complete 
set of solutions 21 = 21(e), 22 = 22(e), such that 22 is invertible, 21 is analytic in 6, and 
take the form 
21 = -AiLA, + C JiS’; 27, = (Al/~){1 + C KiAi’E’+‘} (2.5) 
izl ilo 
where Ji, Ki are matrices independent on B. From (1.4) and for B small enough, it follows 
that (I + Ci>o KiAil&i+l)-l = I + O(C) and from (2.5), 2;’ = (I + O(e))(EAi’), 
q-j = &{A:’ + O(E)}, for j 2 0 (2.6) 
In an analogous way, for small & one gets 
zr=& -N{Ay + O(E)} (2.7) 
From (2.5) and small values of E it follows that 
Il’,N’YNll = [I(-Ai’Ao + C JiEi)NEN(-Al - C AIKiAile”‘)-NII < 1 (2.8) 
ill i>o 
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From (1.4) and (2.8) it follows that Z,“Zy” -I is invertible and postmultiplying this matrix 
by Zr one concludes the invertibility of Zy - Zr. Considering (2.6) for j = N and (2.8), 
for small s one gets 
zf“z,N -I = -{I - cN(-A,‘A, + c Jie’)N((-A1)N + O(e))}-’ = -I + O(E) (2.9) 
izl 
Note that from (1.4) and (2.5), for small E we have 
Z: = (-AFIAO)’ + O(e), for k 1 0 (2.10) 
and from (2.7) 
E~(Z,N~ - p) = {(-A1)N + O(E)}CY - PE~ = (-A1)Na + O(E) (2.11) 
Thus for small values of t we have 
z;z,N(z,Nz;N - I)-‘(Z,Na - p) = (-A;‘A$(-A1)-N(A1)Na + O(E) 
= (-A;‘Ao)% + O(E) (2.12) 
and this means that the left-hand side of (2.12) converges to (-AL’A,,)ka as d - 0, uni- 
formly for 0 5 k 5 N - 2, and note that this limit is the solution of the initial value 
problem 
AlZ(k + 1) + A,Z(k) = 0; Z(0) = a, k 2 0 
Now from (2.6) and small E it follows that 
(2.13) 
z;(N-k) = ,N-k{(_A1)-(N-~) + o@)} (2.14) 
Hence one gets 
Z;(N-k)(Z,NZ;N - I)-‘(Z,Na - p) = E~-~(-A~)-(~-‘)(P - (-AIAo)Na) + cN-‘O(&) 
= P-w(k) + 0(&N-k+‘), (2.15) 
where 
W(k) = (-A1)N-k(P - (-AflA,)Na), 
is the solution of the problem 
(2.16) 
W(k+2)+ArW(k+l)=O, W(N)=P-Z(N); O<E<N-2 (2.17) 
where Z(N) = (-AilA,)N * 1s the value of the solution of (2.13) at L = N. 
Note that the left-hand side of the solution of (2.15) converges as E + 0 to W(k), for 
k < N, but at k = N this convergence does not hold because of (2.6). If we apply Lemma 1 
with Bl = AI/E, B, = Ao/er for small values of e such that e < (411A~11111A,‘A,II), and if 
Zi(&) and ZZ(E) are defined by (2.5), then the unique solution of the boundary value problem 
(l.l)-(1.2), * g’ IS iven by Y(k) = Yi(k)+Yz(k) h w ere Y i and Yz are defined by (2.3). However, 
to construct the solution Y(k) for each value of e, we need the exact value of Z,(s), ZZ(E) 
and this is not available because they are obtained from an iterative method, see [2]. Thus, 
we are interested in approximating the solution of (l.l)-(1.2) in an explicit way. From the 
previous comments and Lemma 1 we have proved the following result. 
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THEOREM 1. Let Y(k) be thesolution of the boundary valueproblem (1.1-1.2). Then Y(k) 
can be represented in the form 
Y(k) = Z(k) + E-W(k) + O(E) as & -+ 0 (2.18) 
uniformIy for k = 0, 1, . . . , N, where Z(k) and W(k) are defined by 
Z(k) = (-A;‘Ao)k~; W(k) = (-A1)N-“(p - (-A;‘_.J~)N~) (2.19) 
Note that for 0 5 k < N, the convergence has been proved before and for k = N, we 
have Z(N) + W(N) = Y(N) = p f rom the boundary value conditions imposed on Z(k) and 
W(k)* 
REMARK 1. Note that the hypothesis of the unsolvability of the reduced problem (1.3- 
1.21, is equivalent to the condition p # (-Ar’A,)N Q and because of this fact the function 
W(k) defined by (2.16) is not identically zero. However, if the reduced problem (1.3-1.2) 
is solvable, then Theorem 1 remains true, W(k) is identically zero, and Z(k) is uniformly 
convergent to Y(k) in 0 5 k 5 N, when E + 0. It is interesting to remark that for the scalar 
sense, Theorem 1 generalizes theorem 1 of [lj. 
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